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Spatial mode dynamics in wide-aperture quantum-dot lasers
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We present a systematic theoretical study of spatial mode dynamics in wide-aperture semiconductor
quantum-dot lasers within the Maxwell-Bloch formalism. Our opto-electro-thermal model self-consistently
captures the essential dynamical coupling between field, polarization, and carrier density in both thermal and
nonthermal regimes, providing detailed description of the complex spatiotemporal modal intensity structure
and spectra in these novel devices and broad area edge-emitting lasers in general. Using linear stability analysis
and high resolution adaptive-grid finite element numerical simulation, we show that in the nonthermal regime,
the presence of inhomogeneous broadening in quantum-dot active media leads to suppressed filamentation and
enhanced spatial coherence compared to conventional quantum well devices with comparable phase-amplitude
coupling alpha parameter. Increasing the degree of inhomogeneous broadening in the active medium leads to
further improvement in spatial coherence. In the thermal regime, there is further suppression of filamentation
in the inhomogeneously broadened quantum-dot active medium; however, the spatial coherence aided by
inhomogeneous broadening is partly lost due to the effect of temperature on cavity detuning. We propose that
device designs based on optimized inhomogeneous broadening of quantum-dot gain medium could ultimately
lead to diffraction-limited outputs in the quasi-cw regime which are still very difficult to achieve in conven-
tional wide-aperture designs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.79.053813 PACS numbers: 42.55.Px, 42.60.Mi, 42.65.Sf
I. INTRODUCTION
Design and technology of semiconductor lasers has come
a long way since their advent in the early 1960s, and as a
result, these lasers have revolutionized communication, data,
and material processing. Semiconductor lasers are preferred
over gas and solid-state lasers due to their wide tuning range,
high wall plug efficiency, compactness, and reliability. While
low-power diode lasers are used in communication and data
processing, their high-power counterparts find use in modern
medical and surgical equipment, material processing, and op-
tical pumping of solid-state lasers. Tremendous advance-
ments have been made in scaling the output power of diode
lasers and arrays, thanks to modern crystal growth, device
cooling, and facet passivation technologies. Over the last two
decades the output power from diode lasers has increased by
an order of magnitude 1. However, several issues still re-
main as open challenges. An important issue of achieving
high brightness, requiring production of good output beam
quality and narrow optical spectra from high-power diode
lasers, is still far from what is achievable from solid-state
and gas lasers. High brightness, high-power diode laser
sources are gaining more and more interest for applications
previously dominated by solid-state lasers, because of their
efficiency, compactness, and high reliability. Among others,
laser projection displays, free-space communication, fre-
quency doubling, and direct material processing are rapidly
emerging areas, where high output power together with
diffraction-limited beam quality are either the key require-
ments or strongly enhance system performance. Production
of high-power diode lasers with improved brightness will
allow them to compete with the very best solid-state and gas
lasers at much lower cost 2–4, and may enable future gen-
erations of compact, inexpensive, and portable laser systems.
High-power semiconductor lasers require wide-aperture
designs to achieve the necessary gain and efficient heat dis-
sipation under cw operation 2,3. But these devices are
plagued by modal instabilities and filamentation which se-
verely reduce their brightness focusing and output-coupling
properties. Filamentation and self-focusing of high intensity
laser beams propagating in a nonlinear medium has been a
topic of extensive investigation from the early days of high-
power solid-state and gas lasers 5–7, occurring when the
refractive index of the medium responds nonlinearly to
strong laser beams and/or pumping. The nonlinearity can be
Kerr-type, ponderomotive, relativistic mass nonlinearity,
Ohmic heating or other type, but the mechanism is believed
to be similar: self-focusing balanced by diffraction 8. High
intensity portions of the laser wave front move into local
refractive index peaks and travel with slower phase velocity,
whereas lower intensity portions travel faster giving rise to
wave front curvature hence focusing the beam toward the
intensity maxima. This phenomenon is frequently observed
in high-power laser-plasma interactions 9 and propagation
of laser beams in the atmosphere 10. Filamentation in
wide-aperture semiconductor lasers has similarly been a long
standing problem 11,12 and is generally described as a
complex spatiotemporal instability of the higher-order spatial
modes sustained in these devices. The mechanism is believed
to be via carrier induced antiguiding, however, a complete
picture of its origin and mechanism has yet to be revealed.
Several designs have been proposed to alleviate this prob-
lem, but most have either been far too complex for practical
realization or have failed to deliver the expected results at
higher operating powers 13,14.
Not long after the first theories for quantum-dot QD
lasers were outlined, it was realized that these devices have
great potential for high-power and high brightness applica-
tions. Along with low threshold current densities, broad
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spectral gain profiles and inhibited in-plane carrier diffusion,
quantum-dot lasers are expected to have reduced values of
phase-amplitude coupling or alpha parameter 15,16,
which drives self-focusing in the media. While the low lasing
threshold and reduced in-plane carrier diffusion raises the
facet damage threshold under high-power operation 15,
weak phase-amplitude coupling helps in suppressing fila-
mentation thereby increasing spatial coherence of the output
beam. Weak phase-amplitude coupling also makes QD lasers
less susceptible to optical feedback 17, a property ex-
tremely beneficial while coupling the laser output into an
optical fiber or other optical systems. It is a consequence of
the atom delta-function like density of states in QD lasers
that renders the gain response nearly symmetric, giving rise
to a weak ideally zero 18,19 phase-amplitude coupling.
Deviation from ideal behavior and experimental observation
of nonzero alpha parameter has been attributed to many-
body effects 20, inhomogeneous broadening 21, and free
carrier plasma effect 19,22. The broad gain profile in QD
lasers is a consequence of size and shape fluctuation induced
inhomogeneous broadening, which makes them suitable for
mode locking and broadband operation 15.
A hierarchy of theoretical models and numerous experi-
mental results exist in the literature analyzing the occurrence
and mechanisms of filamentation in conventional double het-
erostructure DH and quantum well QW semiconductor
lasers 2–4,11,12,23–25. In comparison there are very few
reports on filamentation properties in wide-aperture QD la-
sers 20. It is generally believed that relatively high values
2–5 of the alpha parameter in conventional semiconductor
lasers, in comparison to QD lasers 2, causes or exacer-
bates this field instability. It has also been suggested that
refractive index steps at the edges of the lateral pump profile
can act as a destabilizing element for the spatial modes both
by seeding filamentation and reflecting the lateral waves
26. Thermal effects can also play a key role 27 in stabi-
lizing via thermal wave guiding 28,29 or destabilizing
via self-focusing and beam steering at local hot spots 29
the spatial mode structure. Surprisingly, there has been very
limited study of such thermal effects in the available
literature 4.
Much of our early theoretical understanding of filamenta-
tion in diode lasers has come from steady-state analysis of
scalar the Helmholtz equation coupled to a carrier diffusion
equation in the active layer 29–32. However, in a seminal
paper by Jakobsen et al. 33, it was shown that such a
steady-state analysis can give ambiguous results leading to
an erroneous interpretation of the mechanism and origin of
filamentation 25. The roots of this error can be traced back
to the adiabatic elimination of material polarization dynam-
ics. It is worth noting here that adiabatic elimination of ma-
terial polarization forms the basis of the Lamb theory of laser
34–36, and hence has been considered an appropriate ap-
proximation historically. The material polarization is a fast-
relaxing variable in comparison to the field and inversion,
but its adiabatic elimination is only justified when spatial
effects are not explicitly considered 37. The presence of
field diffraction allows the spatial wave numbers to evolve
on a time scale comparable to inverse of the polarization
decay rate, invalidating adiabatic elimination. A steady-state
model also renders the gain spectrum flat causing high wave-
number instabilities on the same spatial scale as the spatial
grid used to analyze field dynamics 37. This calls for a
model which incorporates the essential features required to
describe a wide-aperture diode laser with sufficient accuracy
without necessarily resorting to highly sophisticated models
based on many-body physics which require extremely high
computational power 38,39. As described below, our model
is equally capable of incorporating the gain and dispersion
accurately allowing proper description of modal behavior in
the laser. Moreover, we have self-consistently included the
effect of junction temperature rise which is extremely diffi-
cult to incorporate in models based on many-body physics.
Experimental near- and far-field profiles from wide-
aperture QD laser diodes under cw operation show marked
improvement in spatial coherence over their QW counter-
parts 40. In the past this has been mainly attributed to the
weak phase-amplitude coupling found in QD lasers 40.
However, as we show below, inhomogeneous broadening in
the QD gain medium can also play a very important role in
deciding and improving the coherence properties, even when
the phase-amplitude coupling is comparable to QW lasers.
This prompts discussion as to why wide-aperture QD lasers
show better beam quality than their QW counterparts and the
relative importance of gain media broadening mechanism.
As comparable values of  are frequently measured for both
QW and QD lasers 41, investigation of the effects of line
broadening on spatial mode structure and dynamics can have
important and rewarding consequences. On the other hand,
as we go to higher operating points, we find that the im-
proved spatial coherence due to inhomogeneous broadening
deteriorates, indicating possible deleterious influence from
thermal effects. We therefore believe that only sophisticated
numerical modeling, including thermal effects, can give us
the required insight into the mechanism of filamentation in
these novel devices, opening up possibilities to counter fila-
mentation and eventually achieve filament free operation of
high-power semiconductor lasers.
In this work, we address the problem of filamentation
theoretically within the framework of Maxwell-Bloch equa-
tions for an edge-emitting wide-aperture semiconductor laser
with a single active layer of QD’s, systematically analyzing
the effects of phase-amplitude coupling, junction tempera-
ture, and inhomogeneous broadening in the QD active layer
on the spatial mode structure and dynamics. More specifi-
cally, we model within the mean-field formulation of the
Maxwell-Bloch equations 42, where we track the spatial
mode dynamics corresponding of a single longitudinal mode
and assume negligible effect of interlongitudinal mode inter-
action on the spatial mode structure. This is justified as the
interlongitudinal mode optical frequency spacing in these la-
sers is at least an order of magnitude greater than between
adjacent spatial lateral modes. Thus the contribution of in-
terlongitudinal mode interaction on spatial mode structure
and dynamics is known to be weak 45. Furthermore, for
gain media such as quantum dots, interlongitudinal mode
interaction is expected to be even weaker, as in the presence
of inhomogeneous broadening different longitudinal modes
are likely to extract gain from different sized dots so that the
usual cross-gain saturation is unlikely 15,16.
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The time scales involved in the dynamics of material po-
larization fs, field ps, and carriers ns are much
faster than the thermal time constant s in semiconduc-
tor lasers. This essentially means that all the other variables
see a constant temperature as they evolve in time. Thus we
work within a window where we assume that the material
polarization, field and carrier dynamics take place under a
constant junction temperature when the laser is driven con-
tinuously. Temperature-induced index changes are included
through the effective index in the field equation. Temperature
dependences of parameters have been considered only where
they are likely to effect the spatial mode selection, dynamics,
and stability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we present the Maxwell-Bloch equations used in our
analysis and outline the electrothermal model employed to
obtain the junction current and temperature profiles. Linear
stability analysis of the Maxwell-Bloch equations is dis-
cussed in Sec. III, where we examine the influence of various
parameters: phase-amplitude coupling, junction temperature,
and inhomogeneous broadening on the selection on spatial
modes at the onset of lasing. Analysis beyond threshold re-
quires numerical techniques to solve the coupled set of opto-
electro-thermal equations, which we describe in Sec. IV
along with the results. Finally we conclude in Sec. V with a
summary of our work.
II. MAXWELL-BLOCH MODEL
Semiclassical quasi-two-level Maxwell-Bloch equations
for a Fabry-Pérot inhomogeneously broadened semiconduc-
tor laser under mean-field, effective-index, rotating-wave,
and slowly varying envelope approximations can be written
as follows 46–48:
tE = − E1 − in
TxE + iAx
2E + 
−

g˜Pd , 1
tP = P	„N…1 + i
T12 1 − ig„N…E − P ,
2
tN = x − NN + Dx
2N −
1
2
EP + EP ,
3
where the effect of junction temperature on lateral x-axis
refractive index and peak gain is also included.
The above equations are quasi-two-level because, unlike
conventional two-level Maxwell-Bloch equations which are
applicable strictly only to gas lasers 49,55, these equations
completely describe the gain and dispersion in a generic
semiconductor laser 48 with either homogeneously or in-
homogeneously broadened active media. This is achieved by
deviating from the conventional derivation and usage 48 of
the polarization Eq. 2 in Maxwell-Bloch formalism as de-
scribed in detail below. For two-level systems such as gas-
eous active media, the gain is symmetric and the dispersion
vanishes at the gain peak nullifying phase-amplitude cou-
pling. Such a laser can be forced to operate away from the
gain peak by detuning the cavity 50,51, but this detuning is
generally an order of magnitude smaller than the alpha pa-
rameter. Putting cavity detuning as the alpha parameter has
been a convenient choice for many authors over the years
37,52–54, simply because adiabatic elimination of polar-
ization directly connects cavity detuning to the alpha param-
eter through its definition 54. But, as pointed out by
Martín-Regalado et al. 49, such an assumption is erroneous
as it actually forces laser emission close to the gain peak. An
alternative way to include the alpha parameter in Maxwell-
Bloch equations is through carrier-dependent detuning in the
field Eq. 1 58,59. But again this phenomenological ap-
proach lacks the true description of gain and dispersion in a
semiconductor active medium, which as we will see later
plays a very important role in deciding the spatial mode dy-
namics. Until now, only complicated and computationally
expensive many-body physics based models 60 have been
able to describe spatial mode dynamics in conventional
semiconductor lasers with sufficient accuracy. No such study
is available for QD lasers due to complications in the gain
model 16. The approach presented here relies on fitting
carrier-dependent parameters in the polarization Eq. 2 to
experimental gain and dispersion 48 within the quasiequi-
librium approximation 60 and proves equally useful at
much lower computational cost. At the same time, our model
enables extraction of the physics behind the factors deter-
mining spatial mode structure in a wide-aperture QD laser.
Also, our description self-consistently includes intensity-
dependent gain saturation 48 and mode pulling 46 which
otherwise can only be included phenomenologically in com-
monly used rate-equation description of semiconductor la-
sers. In earlier work, 61, wetting layer WL carrier dynam-
ics was found to have very little effect on the spatial mode
structure unless carrier diffusion in this layer was increased
to drastically high and unphysical values. Thus we do not
consider WL carrier diffusion capture-escape dynamics here.
Only electron dynamics is considered in this work under the
hypothesis that holes being faster follow the electron dynam-
ics 62. Although we study QD lasers in this work, Eqs.
1–3 are completely capable of describing bulk and QW
lasers with equal accuracy.
The field Eq. 1 above is derived under an effective index
approximation 3 applicable to edge-emitting lasers and is
equivalent to the conventional field equation 46,63 for an
inhomogeneously broadened Fabry-Pérot laser when
temperature-induced effective-index perturbation detuning
n
Tx is neglected. The carrier Eq. 3, which is in its con-
ventional form 46, describes the spatiotemporal dynamics
of the carriers N in a single active layer of quantum dots. E
denotes TE polarized electric field describing the spatial
modes and P is the material polarization. Both P and N are
functions of the frequency detuning  between the inhomo-
geneous line center and the line center of a homogeneous
packet, see Fig. 1.  is normalized to the polarization dephas-
ing rate P half-width of each homogeneous packet. The
inhomogeneous line shape is chosen as a Gaussian 64,65
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g˜ =
1
D	2
exp
− 22D2  , 4
with half-width D also normalized to P. The dimension-
less detuning,
n
Tx =
c
ngE
nTx , 5
describes the effect of temperature-induced refractive index
change nTx=TTx, where T denotes the temperature
coefficient of refractive index and Tx is the lateral junction
temperature profile above ambient. ng is the group index
and E the field decay rate. The single mode cavity reso-
nance frequency c is chosen as the basis for deriving the
Maxwell-Bloch equations 63. A=c22cneng−1 is the dif-
fraction parameter with ne the effective index of refraction. 	
normalized to P represents the carrier dependent broaden-
ing of the gain spectrum 60. 	 is also temperature depen-
dent and has a square root dependence on temperature for
bulk GaAs lasers 66. However, for a QD gain medium, the
temperature dependence of 	 turns out to very weak for the
temperature ranges encountered in this work 5 K 67
and hence has been neglected in this work. g(N)
=anN−Ntr is the modal gain in the active medium, Ntr
the transparency carrier density and an the modal differential
gain.  is the phase-amplitude coupling or alpha parameter
also known as the linewidth enhancement factor 2,57.
The modal differential gain anres	ycne
−1
, where
res =
22c
cng0P
, 6
is the resonant cross section describing the interaction be-
tween carriers and photons in the active region 68.  is the
dipole transition matrix element and 	y the transverse con-
finement factor.

T = 2
T„,N… − D
	„N… −  , 7
is the effective cavity detuning 47,69. It depends on N and
T through the carrier and temperature-dependent peak-gain
shift 70. However as both T and 	 have similar func-
tional dependence on N 71, carrier dependence of 
T is
known to be weak for quantum confined active media 48
and hence has been omitted from Eq. 7. Also, as explicit
temperature dependence of 	 is not considered in this work,

T depends on temperature only through the temperature-
induced band-gap shift. This allows us to define carrier-
independent but temperature-dependent detunings as follows
43,44. The net cavity detuning is
T =  + + T, 8
with
 =
0
Hom
− 0
Inh
P
, 9
and
 =
0
Inh
− c
P
10
is the conventional peak gain-cavity detuning. 0Inh is the
center of the inhomogeneous line and 0Hom is the resonant
frequency of a homogeneous packet a set of equal sized and
shaped QD’s inside the inhomogeneous profile, Fig. 1. T
and hence 
T depends on temperature via temperature-
induced band-gap shrinkage 0Hom0HomT 70. This
temperature dependence can be written as an additional de-
tuning T=0
HomT=EgT / EgT0 added to  as
in Eq. 8. Temperature dependence of 0Hom is calculated
using Varshni’s approximation 72.  plays the important
role of tuning the laser line above resonance negative cavity
detuning and below resonance positive cavity detuning,
Fig. 1. It is well known that cavity detuning is responsible
for selection of spatial modes in wide-aperture structures.
This has been verified both theoretically 73 and experimen-
tally 74,75. It is helpful at this point to define a new detun-
ing T for the linear stability analysis to follow as
T = + T. 11
x=Jx / qedact is the pump parameter and is dependent
on the lateral dimension through current spreading. Jx is
the current density calculated self-consistently using a
steady-state electrothermal model 76 for the full multilayer
laser structure, qe the electronic charge, and dact the thickness
of the QD active layer 77. N is the effective carrier-
recombination rate in the active layer and D the in-plane
carrier diffusion coefficient. Carrier dependence of 	 is cho-
sen twice as in QW media 78,79, equal to 	N /Nth with
threshold carrier density Nth=2Ntr 71. We find that the
same carrier dependence holds for T too, when fitted to
experimental data 41 to a close approximation. This is not
surprising as 
 was also found to have a very weak depen-
dence on N for a QW laser 48. Also, this choice eases both
analytical and numerical handling.
ωInh
0
ω
c
ω
cωHom
0
= ωInh
0
+ θγ
p
κ
E
γ
P
σ
D
ω
FIG. 1. Gain profile Gaussian for an inhomogeneously broad-
ened QD medium. Individual Lorentzians of half-width P corre-
sponding to each homogeneous packet QD’s at different resonant
frequencies 0
Hom make the total line shape inhomogeneous. The
inhomogeneous gain profile peak is centered at 0
Inh and its half-
width is D. Two cavity modes centered at c are positioned at
opposite sides of 0
Inh
, both having a loss profile of half-width E
not shown for the cavity mode above resonance for clarity. For
0, the cavity mode at c with solid line is the active mode. For
0, cavity mode at the dot-dashed line is the active mode. Dia-
gram is not to scale.
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The carrier and temperature dependence of  and an is not
considered in this work. This is a valid approximation for
operating points not too high above threshold 41. An accu-
rate analysis at higher pump powers would require system-
atic experimental determination of gain, dispersion, differen-
tial gain, alpha-parameter, etc. in quantum-dot lasers which
can then be fitted to simple analytical functions and used
with the theory developed here. Such an experimental study
is only available at present for far-infrared QD lasers 41
and not in the near-infrared region, the primary wavelength
region of interest for this paper. As one cannot generalize
results of 41 for use in the near-infrared region at all carrier
densities above threshold, we keep our analysis restricted to
twice threshold in this work. Otherwise our model is valid at
all pumping levels.
The polarization equation in the non-two-level form Eq.
2 was originally derived for a homogeneously broadened
semiconductor diode laser 48,56. It has recently been de-
rived by Prati et al. 71 using a different and independent
approach, again for a homogeneously broadened semicon-
ductor gain medium. We have extended this derivation to the
inhomogeneous broadening case by self-consistently incor-
porating carrier and temperature effects 47. We also explic-
itly write the alpha-parameter, gain, and differential gain in
Eq. 2, unlike in 48,71. Conventional homogeneously
broadened i.e., D=0, g˜=Dirac0 semiconductor laser
rate equations 80 in the nonthermal regime n
Tx=0 are
recovered from the above set of Maxwell-Bloch equations
upon i adiabatic elimination of the polarization using Eq.
2 ii using the usual approximation that in the vicinity of
threshold the lasing frequency is L=c+E mode pull-
ing, and then iii projecting the resulting Eqs. 1–3 onto
L 63. However, it should be noted that the aforementioned
“mode-pulling approximation” is fragile as the lasing fre-
quency is a priori unknown and is instead established via a
dynamic competition between material and cavity reso-
nances as the laser approaches a steady state. Its usage is
suitable only in the vicinity of laser threshold. This suggests
that to investigate the true nature of lasing phenomena the
full set of Eqs. 1–3 should be used instead of simplistic
rate equations. The conventional two-level, temperature-
independent, homogeneously broadened Maxwell-Bloch
equations 37 can also be recovered from Eqs. 1–3, un-
der the two-level approximation, 
T= 71 and assuming
that 	 is carrier independent. Note that the two-level ap-
proximation is farfetched for lasers with semiconductor gain
media as 
T is generally too small to be set equal to .
The electrothermal model employed for the calculation of
lateral current density and temperature profile which go into
Eqs. 1–3 is fully described in our earlier work 76. These
calculations have been recently verified for 950 nm emitting
broad-area QD lasers 81. Here we describe only the manner
in which it is incorporated in our modal analysis. As already
mentioned in the introduction, we work in a time window
where the material polarization, field, and carriers see a con-
stant temperature as they evolve in time. Hence it is appro-
priate to model heat and carrier transport in steady state. We
solve the heat conduction equation coupled with Laplace’s
equation for current spreading on a 2D lateral cross section
of the laser epitaxial structure 76. The oxide-insulated edge
emitting QD laser diode with a 50 m planar stripe and a
cavity length of 1 mm used in our model has an experimental
threshold current of 460 mA in the normal p-down bonding
configuration. For wide-aperture QD laser diodes, unlike
their QW counterparts, inhibited in-plane carrier diffusion is
believed to cause reduced facet heating with peak facet tem-
peratures comparable to those in bulk 82. As the field
spends very little time  ps near the facets, such small
differences in temperature-induced index change at the facets
compared to the bulk should have negligible effect on the
spatial mode structure. This justifies our mean-field modal
analysis and facilitates the use of a 2D electrothermal model
instead of 3D.
III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
Linear stability analysis is a powerful tool to study the
stability of spatial frequencies selected at the onset of laser
emission first laser threshold, especially in wide-aperture
lasers 73. Starting with a small perturbation around the
nonlasing solution E=0, P=0 and N=N¯ N¯ =˜ +Ntr and ˜
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
1
1.002
1.004
1.006
1.008
1.01
R
th
k
||
√Θ
FIG. 2. Neutral stability curve for positive detuning =0.1.
Homogeneous D=0, solid line and inhomogeneous broadening
D=3, dashed line.
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
1
1.002
1.004
1.006
1.008
1.01
k
||
√Θ
R
th
FIG. 3. Neutral stability curve for negative detuning =−0.1.
Homogeneous D=0, solid line and inhomogeneous broadening
D=3, dashed line.
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=N
−1
−Ntr, expanding the variables in the spatial fre-
quency k space as
EPN = 
0
0
N¯  + 
Ek
Pk
Nk
eikx+t, 12
and substituting them in Eqs. 1–3 one obtains a system of
equations for each set of Fourier components Ek, Pk, and
Nk 46. The carrier Eq. 3 as usual does not contribute to
any instabilities 46,73 whereas field and polarization Eqs.
1 and 3 lead to an equation for the eigenvalues  46.
The real part of  Re=Re describes the growth Re
0 or decay Re0 of spatial-mode instabilities in the
vicinity of laser threshold, with Im=Im giving the corre-
sponding frequency of instability pulsations. As one crosses
the first laser threshold, Re changes sign from negative to
positive 46. Thus we look for the neutral-stability condition
Re=0, which describes the first laser threshold, the onset of
cw lasing 83. For the inhomogeneously broadened quasi-
two-level Maxwell-Bloch equations outlined above, closed
form analytical expressions from linear stability analysis are
possible only for a Lorentzian gain profile 46
g˜L =
D

1
2 + D
2 , 13
instead of the Gaussian Eq. 4. Analysis with a Gaussian
profile requires numerical techniques but leads to qualita-
tively similar results 46 and is therefore not described here.
But as we will see below, our expressions obtained for the
inhomogeneous broadening case reduce to well-known equa-
tions for the homogeneous broadening case validating the
above approximation. The eigenvalue equation for ˜Inh
=Inh /P =Inh, for inhomogeneous broadening case with
rescaled variables =A /P and E=E /P is
E + i˜Inh +k2 − En
T
= Rth
Inh1 − i 1 + 2D1 − i + 2iT
1 + 2D1 − i + 2iT + i˜Inh
 ,
14
for the general case of temperature-dependent cavity detun-
ing. Separating the above equation into real and imaginary
part, one can extract the rescaled laser threshold Rth
Inh
=an
˜ / 2P and the rescaled pulsation frequency ˜ImInh of the
first Fourier mode to appear at the onset of lasing. Discarding
the negative threshold obtained from the above eigenvalue
equation Eq. 14 a quadratic in ˜Inh, the neutral stability
curves Rth
Inh vs k	 rescaled spatial frequency are plotted
in Figs. 2–7 for different cases discussed below. Simple ana-
lytical expressions for Rth
Inh and ˜ImInh cannot be derived di-
rectly from Eq. 14. However, in the two-level approxima-
tion TLA mentioned above, simple analytical results are
possible where the expression for Rth
Inh and ˜Inh reduce to a
more familiar form 46
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FIG. 4. Neutral stability curves for positive detuning =0.1
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D=0, solid lines
and inhomogeneous broadening D=3, dashed lines.
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Rth
Inh,TLA
=
E
2
1 + 21 + 
 1 + 2D + EnT − k21 + E + 2D 
2 ,
15
and
˜Im
Inh,TLA
= − 1 + 2DE + k2 − EnT1 + E + 2D  , 16
with  now taking the role of effective cavity detuning. Ex-
cept for the scaling factor of E
21+2−1 in expression 15,
one finds that both Eqs. 15 and 16 have a similar form as
for conventional two-level inhomogeneously broadened 46
and homogeneously broadened D=0 Maxwell-Bloch
equations 73 in the nonthermal regime n
T
=0. We stress
again that considering  equivalent to cavity detuning is im-
proper for semiconductor lasers as we have already men-
tioned before and Eqs. 15 and 16 are thus only approxi-
mate results. Nevertheless the above Eq. 15 gives us
important clues toward spatial frequency selection in an in-
homogeneously broadened semiconductor lasers at lasing
threshold. Two important points are worth noting in the ex-
pression for Rth
Inh,TLA
. First, we see that with an increase in the
degree of inhomogeneous broadening i.e., for larger D in
the gain medium, the lasing threshold becomes independent
of the term that selects the spatial frequencies in the nonther-
mal n
T
=0 regime. This is validated in our numerical simu-
lation results below with the full set of non two-level
Maxwell-Bloch Eqs. 1–3, for an inhomogeneously broad-
ened gain medium D=1.5 and 3 in the nonthermal regime.
However, in the thermal regime, the detuning En
T due to
temperature, which is always positive and greater than gain-
cavity detuning forces the laser to emit off-axis i.e., a
double lobed far-field as elucidated below in our numerical
simulations.
A. Nonthermal regime [nT(x)=0 , ΩT=Ω]
We first present results in the nonthermal regime Tx
=0. Below we show the neutral stability curves for both
positive and negative detuning  and for both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening case. All neutral stability
curves are normalized with respect to their respective mini-
mum threshold values as is customary in literature 46. The
cavity detuning  is chosen as 0.1 unless otherwise speci-
fied and we choose =2. This cavity detuning is much more
than the adjacent spatial mode spacing in frequency for the
chosen stripe width, allowing existence multiple spatial
modes between the fundamental mode and the gain peak.
Figure 2 indicates that for positive detuning homogeneously
broadened media support two stable spatial frequencies,
symmetric about zero, having minimum lasing threshold.
The spatial frequencies are close to k=	 /, similar to a
homogeneously broadened two-level medium 73. This is
the well-known off-axis emission 84. For negative detun-
ing, emission is on-axis with k=0, which has the minimum
lasing threshold, compare Figs. 2 and 3. The reason why
positive cavity detuning leads to off-axis emission dual-
lobed far-field, Fig. 8 in a homogeneously broadened me-
dium is directly related to the fact that higher-order spatial
modes corresponding to the positively detuned longitudinal
mode have higher optical frequencies and hence are closer
to the gain peak. Therefore a spatial mode with k0 expe-
riences higher gain and reaches threshold first. On the other
hand for negative detuning the fundamental spatial mode
k=0 is closest to the gain peak and attains threshold first.
Inhomogeneously broadened gain media behave differently
as they have the ability to saturate inhomogeneously en-
abling the spatial modes to extract gain locally. Therefore for
an inhomogeneously broadened medium the selection of k at
threshold is less restrictive and the neutral stability curve
shows a general flattening around the minima for both posi-
tive and negative detunings; see Figs. 2 and 3 46. The
flattening of the neural stability curve for inhomogeneous
broadening in our case is similar to the one reported by Ca-
brera et al. 46, with the flattening increasing with the de-
gree of inhomogeneous broadening. This indicates that there
is a strong competition between the different spatial frequen-
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cies close to the fundamental, all of which have extremely
close thresholds. Indeed, two symmetrically placed local
minima around k=0 can be resolved in the neutral stability
curve as in 46, for the inhomogeneous broadening case
under positive cavity detuning, however, numerical simula-
tion shows that k=0 state is always selected at and above
threshold indicating the fundamental spatial frequency wins
the competition in the inhomogeneous broadened medium,
irrespective of the order of spatial mode in the near field. It
should be kept in mind that linear stability analysis is some-
what idealistic as it assumes an infinite pump profile and
hence a continuous set of k. A real laser has a finite pump
profile and hence k forms a discrete set. It should also be
noted that a lower order spatial mode can result in a single
lobed far field but will not be diffraction limited unlike a
fundamental mode with k=0.
We have used linear stability analysis to check the effect
of  on the selection of spatial frequencies at lasing thresh-
old. It is apparent that for a homogeneously broadened me-
dium and for a fixed positive detuning, increasing  selects
spatial frequencies which are further apart, Fig. 4. On the
contrary  has no effect on spatial frequency selection for a
positively detuned inhomogeneously broadened medium,
Fig. 4. For negative gain-peak cavity detuning, again spatial
frequency selection is independent of , and the fundamental
spatial frequency is always selected at threshold for both
broadening types; see Fig. 5. Note that as we are changing ,
the mode-pulling approximation mentioned earlier comes
into play 71. This is a promising feature for high brightness
wide-aperture QD lasers. This indicates that  0 does not
act like cavity detuning as is generally assumed 37,52,53,
but is related to the coupling of dispersion with gain satura-
tion.
B. Thermal regime [nT(x)Å0]
In the thermal regime two competing effects influence the
gain-cavity detuning: shift of the transition frequency for
each homogeneous packet via temperature-induced band-gap
shrinkage 85 which leads to the cavity being slightly nega-
tively detuned and the effect of temperature-induced back-
ground refractive index perturbation which adds to the cavity
detuning see Eq. 15. Band-gap-induced negative detuning
is generally thought to counter the antiguiding effect due to
carrier induced refractive index change 37. However, such
an assumption is erroneous as this detuning contribution can
be shown to be an order of magnitude smaller −0.1 at
threshold, Tx=1.5 K than . At threshold, band-gap-
induced negative detuning is just barely able to overcome the
combined positive detuning due to junction temperature-
induced index change and gain-cavity detuning . Hence the
neutral stability curves for both homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous broadening flatten near k=0, for positive  Fig.
6. However, as we will see in the numerical simulation re-
sults, at pumping levels above threshold, positive detuning
due to junction temperature-induced index change is much
stronger and band-gap shrinkage is unable to compensate for
it. For 0, both homogeneous and inhomogeneously
broadened media behave analogous to the nonthermal case,
selecting k=0, Fig. 7. But again as numerical simulations
show, the 0 case behaves similarly to the 0 case
above threshold.
It can be checked easily, by adiabatic elimination of the
polarization Eq. 2, that temperature-induced index change
negates the antiguiding contribution from . But at the same
time, it is worth noting that although temperature-induced
refractive index change produces a positive guiding mecha-
nism for the propagating field in real space, it cannot prevent
the higher-order modes to lase, as in the optical frequency
space its effect is to increase the positive detuning, which
provides the necessary gain for a higher-order mode with
k0. Thus the net effect of junction temperature rise is to
increase the far-field interlobe distance as pumping increases
for both positive and negative gain-cavity detuning. This is
known from experiments 1,86,87, sophisticated theoretical
treatments, and numerical simulations 38,39. However no
clear explanation has been given so far. The result of our
linear stability analysis provides the answer in terms of an
additional temperature-induced detuning contribution to .
This is further validated in our numerical simulations.
Although linear stability analysis is necessarily based
upon simplistic approximations, its agreement with the full
numerical simulation is excellent see Fig. 8. The far field at
threshold for the positively detuned homogeneous broaden-
ing case matches closely to that predicted by linear stability
analysis Fig. 8. As we will see in the next section from re-
sults of numerical simulations, the threshold behavior pre-
dicted by linear stability analysis also matches very closely
to numerical solution of full system 1 and 2, for all cases.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS: ANALYSIS BEYOND
THRESHOLD
A complete study of the Maxwell-Bloch Eqs. 1–3 be-
yond laser threshold requires numerical techniques. The nu-
merical approach, however, is made difficult by the integral
over material polarization in Eq. 2, which renders system
1–3 infinite dimensional. There is no straightforward way
to solve such a system. Two approaches have been suggested
in the literature, one due to Graham and Cho 88 and the
other by Idiatulin and Uspenskii 89. Graham and Cho de-
fined macroscopic variables for the total polarization and in-
version and reduced the infinite-dimensional system to a set
of four equations, allowing analytical tractability. However,
this approach requires an infinite hierarchy of coupled equa-
tions generated in the reduction procedure to be truncated by
a judicious choice of some adjustable parameters while in-
troducing idealistic approximations 46,88. Moreover, its
equivalence to the infinite-dimensional system is valid only
in the stable regime of solutions 90 making it unsuitable for
investigating unstable filamentary modal behavior. We use
the Idiatulin and Uspenskii approach instead, which relies on
suitably discretizing Gaussian 4 in the spectral domain
yielding a finite-dimensional system of equations 36,46,90.
It has already been shown that using two suitably spaced
spectral components about the Gaussian line center can lead
to a system equivalent to the infinite-dimensional system in
both the steady-state and chaotic regime 46,90. Introduc-
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tion of two more spectral components including the central
total five makes the reduced finite-dimensional system ro-
bust enough to handle spatial instabilities 46. Choosing
symmetrically placed spectral components reduces the
infinite-dimensional system into a system where only posi-
tive values of detuning  need to be considered. A proper
choice of spectral components is critical in describing the
spatiotemporal behavior of the system. We choose the spec-
tral components such that 36,90,91.

0

g˜d = 


g˜d . 17
All equations discussed above, including heat and Laplace’s
equation have been solved using the finite element method
under the Galerkin approximation 92. For solving system
1–3, we use absorptive boundary conditions at the lateral
boundaries of the computational window 23,24 and an
adaptive discretization in both space maximum resolution
1 m and time maximum resolution 1 fs. This prevents
introduction of spurious numerical artifacts and instabilities
in the already unstable physical solutions of the problem at
hand. For a 50 m wide stripe we choose a 512 m wide
lateral computational window. Unlike the Maxwell-Bloch
model, where we use adaptive mesh refinement, the steady-
state electrothermal model uses a fixed hexahedral mesh
76.
Figure 9 shows the pump and junction temperature pro-
files calculated from our steady-state electrothermal model
76, using full epitaxial structural details of the QD device
77. Similar to a broad area QW laser 76, the QD laser
also shows a kink in the junction temperature profile just
outside the stripe and a bulge inside the stripe. Note also that
the pump profile is relatively smooth at the stripe edges un-
like the temperature profile. Previously, all models have as-
sumed a top-hat pump profile with sharp corners hence in-
dex steps at the stripe edges 26. Such index steps have
been speculated to cause lateral field instabilities 26. How-
ever, as seen from Fig. 9, the thermal index steps at the stripe
edges are more likely to reflect the lateral traveling waves
58.
The near- and far-field profiles shown below are time av-
eraged. We found significant qualitative differences between
time averaged profiles for 5 ns to 10 ns runs for both thermal
and nonthermal regime. But for time averaged profiles with
15 ns and/or 50 ns runs there was no qualitative difference.
We therefore chose 20 ns runs for this work. Values of the
parameters used in numerical calculation are as follows: E
= 2P−1, P=4 ps photon decay time 71, P=1013 Hz
52, N=N
−1
, N=1 ns 15, D=3 cm2 s−1 61, T=4
10−4 85, c=2cc
−1
, c=0.8 m, ne=3.3, ng=4.2, Ntr
=1018 cm−3, and =2.
A. Nonthermal regime [nT(x)=0]
Figure 10 shows the near-field intensity profiles at differ-
ent pump levels above threshold, for 0 and homoge-
neous broadening. For 0, the profiles are qualitatively
the same. Note that the sign of cavity detuning directly af-
fects the spatial phase of the modes as well as their spectral
position relative to the gain peak. Thus, at first glance it
would appear that the spatial mode intensity structure should
also be strongly dependent on the sign of cavity detuning
like the corresponding spatial frequency spectra, as indicated
by our linear stability analysis above and the numerical
simulation below, for a homogeneously broadened gain me-
dium. However, higher-order spatial modes have higher dif-
fraction losses and extract most of their gain spatially and
very less spectrally, making the near-field intensity profiles
qualitatively similar for both signs of cavity detuning. We
find that the mode order in the near field is independent of ,
even at threshold. Note that increasing the pump selects
higher-order spatial modes as expected, Fig. 10. This feature
is captured in our model as it includes a proper description of
the change in gain and dispersion vs carrier density in the
gain medium. Two important differences are apparent be-
tween the near-field structure in the homogeneously broad-
ened medium in comparison to the inhomogeneously broad-
ened medium; see Fig. 11. First, the near field in the
homogeneously broadened medium shows stronger filamen-
tary behavior than the inhomogeneous case, and second the
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FIG. 10. Nonthermal regime: near field for positively detuned
=0.1 homogeneously broadened D=0 gain medium at differ-
ent pump levels. Profiles for negative detuning are qualitatively
similar. Filamentary modal structure is evident.
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inhomogeneously broadened medium sustains lower order
spatial modes in comparison to the homogeneously broad-
ened medium at similar pump levels. The latter effect can be
attributed to inhomogeneous gain saturation in the inhomo-
geneously broadened quantum-dot gain medium.
Pump-dependent far-field profiles are shown in Figs.
12–14. Figure 12 shows the homogeneous case, where at
threshold, positive detuning selects two spatial wave num-
bers symmetrically placed about zero as predicted by linear
stability analysis. For negative detuning, threshold behavior
is same as predicted by linear stability analysis where k=0 is
selected. This indicates that the contribution of the funda-
mental mode is much stronger for 0 than for 0, as
the corresponding near-field intensity profiles have the same
mode order, independent of the sign of . Above threshold
the far field shows random single and double-lobe behavior
as a function of pump. Figure 14 shows the inhomogeneous
case for both positive and negative detuning with moderate
inhomogeneous broadening D=1.5. The pump-dependent
far field already shows more single lobe states than double-
lobe states for both signs of detuning. Note that higher
pumping results in broader single lobes or double lobes in
the far field, indicating stronger contribution from higher-
order spatial modes. With a further increase in the strength of
inhomogeneous broadening D=3, both signs of detuning
show a single-lobe state until twice threshold see Fig. 14,
independent of the higher-order modes appearing in the near
field, Fig. 11. This is in striking contrast to the homogeneous
case and occurs because the selection of spatial frequencies
becomes independent of pump and detuning with increasing
strength of inhomogeneous broadening, as already men-
tioned in the previous section. Note, however, that the width
of the single lobe gradually broadens as pumping increases.
One might speculate that at much higher operating points the
single lobe is likely to break into a double lobe. However
such an analysis is beyond the scope of this work. Neverthe-
less, the finding that an inhomogeneously broadened medium
selects on-axis emission above threshold in the nonthermal
quasi-cw regime independent of gain-cavity detuning is of
immense importance and may prove significant in designing
future wide-aperture QD lasers with improved beam quality.
We have found exactly the same behavior with further
increase in the degree inhomogeneous broadening, where
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FIG. 11. Nonthermal regime: near field for positively detuned
=0.1 inhomogeneously broadened D=3 gain medium at dif-
ferent pump levels. Profiles for negative detuning are qualitatively
similar. Note the reduced filamentation compared to homogeneous
case.
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emission remains on-axis up to D=5, beyond which we did
not run numerical simulations. However, a direct comparison
of D=5 with a homogeneously broadened medium is not
appropriate, as it is known from two-level models, that an
inhomogeneously broadened gain medium exhibits an in-
creased lasing threshold in comparison to a homogeneous
gain medium 46. This happens because the external pump
pumps all homogeneous packets under the inhomogeneous
line shape equally, whereas the gain is utilized only in vicin-
ity of the cavity resonance and the rest remains unused un-
like in a homogeneous medium where gain saturates homo-
geneously. Thus, part of the pump remains unused and the
threshold is higher for an inhomogeneously broadened me-
dium in comparison to the homogeneous case. We find that
for D=3, the numerically calculated lasing threshold to be
2.1 times higher than that for D=0 homogeneous case.
Nevertheless, as a lower order spatial mode is selected at the
onset of lasing in the inhomogeneous medium in comparison
to the homogeneous medium; see Figs. 10 and 11, even for a
higher lasing threshold, an increased threshold should not
hinder a comparison for D=3.
B. Thermal regime [nT(x)Å0]
Figures 15 and 16 show pump-dependent near-field pro-
files for positively detuned homogeneous and inhomoge-
neously broadened gain media. Similar to the nonthermal
regime, the negative detuning case shows qualitatively simi-
lar profiles. As expected from linear stability analysis, pres-
ence of the temperature profile has a twofold effect on the
near-field structure. First, beyond threshold the order of
mode excited is higher in comparison to the nonthermal re-
gime as predicted by linear stability analysis, due to addi-
tional thermal detuning. At threshold, however, a lower order
mode is selected in the inhomogeneously broadened medium
in comparison to the homogeneous case, aided by the reduc-
tion in thermal detuning via temperature-induced band-gap
decrease. Second, as filament size is inversely proportional
to the square root of index step 94 the filaments are smaller
due to temperature-induced refractive index increase in the
homogeneously broadened medium. Again, the near-field
profile in the inhomogeneously broadened medium is much
cleaner, symmetric, and shows no filamentary behavior. Note
that the nonfilamentary near-field profiles in Fig. 16 are lin-
ear combinations of Hermite-Gaussian functions 93.
The threshold behavior shown by pump-dependent far
fields, see Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, are in agreement with the
linear stability analysis for both homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous broadening and for both positive and negative de-
tuning. Both media support on-axis emission at threshold
aided by the negative detuning due to temperature-induced
band-gap reduction. In a homogeneously broadened media,
as expected from linear stability analysis the interlobe dis-
tance increases with pumping above threshold; see Fig. 17.
For 0 the double lobed far field expands into multilobed
profiles near twice threshold, Fig. 17. Such multilobed be-
havior is commonly observed in experiments 1,86,87. In
the thermal regime, inhomogeneous medium behaves analo-
gous to the homogeneous medium, Fig. 18, and the advan-
tage of the inhomogeneous medium in selecting on-axis
emission is partly reduced above threshold. However, the
spatial frequency spectra are much clearer and stable in the
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FIG. 15. Thermal regime: pump resolved near field for posi-
tively detuned =0.1 homogeneously broadened D=0 gain
medium. Profiles for negative detuning are qualitatively similar.
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FIG. 16. Thermal regime: pump-dependent near field for posi-
tively detuned =0.1 inhomogeneously broadened D=3 gain
medium. Profiles for negative detuning are qualitatively similar.
Note that the modal structure is stable, symmetric, and relatively
devoid of filamentation. The near-field profiles are simple linear
combinations of Hermite-Gaussian functions 93.
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FIG. 17. Thermal regime: pump resolved far field in a homoge-
neously broadened D=0 gain medium for both positive and
negative detuning =0.1. Far-field broadening is apparent.
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inhomogeneously broadened case. It is worth noting that the
mode width of the near field increases with pumping for both
types of gain broadening. This is also known experimentally
93 and occurs because higher-order modes, being at higher
spatial frequencies, diffract more. Also as mentioned above,
it is interesting to note that near-field profiles are qualita-
tively similar and independent of the sign of cavity detuning
in both thermal and nonthermal regimes and for both homo-
geneously and inhomogeneously broadened gain medium.
This is expected as the sign of cavity detuning affects only
the spatial phase of the modes and not the intensity.
Finally, we compare above-threshold time-resolved near-
field profiles for both broadening types with 0 and in
both thermal and nonthermal regimes. Figures 19 and 20
show the complex spatiotemporal near-field profiles from 6.5
ns after laser switch on until 8.5 ns at 1.5 times threshold.
The time slot is arbitrarily chosen, but helps us in comparing
with available experimental results 23,87,95. Unlike the
pump-dependent far-field plots where the dark regions have
the highest intensities, the white portions within the stripe
have the highest intensities in the time-resolved near-field
plots. Note the significant difference in dynamics between
the thermal and nonthermal regime. In a homogeneously
broadened medium in the thermal regime, see Fig. 19, light
takes a zigzag path well known from experiments 87,95,
going from one edge of the stripe to the other in a periodic
fashion. This is more prominent in the thermal regime unlike
in the nonthermal regime, where temperature-induced lens-
ing is absent. The lateral waves with k0 58 reflect at
the index step created by temperature at the stripe edges and
travel from one side to the other. Such behavior has also
been seen in experiments with broad area QW lasers, where
a period of 100 ps 87 was observed. This periodicity
matches very closely with our result for the homogeneously
broadened laser in the thermal regime; see Fig. 19. In the
nonthermal regime, the only guiding mechanism for the field
is through spatially burnt holes local index guides in the
carrier profile. As spatial hole burning is dynamic in nature,
the filaments travel randomly, some of them taking a
straighter non-zigzag path. Such behavior is observed experi-
mentally in the quasi-cw regime 95 and again our numeri-
cal simulation offers a close match.
The inhomogeneously broadened medium in the nonther-
mal regime shows self-pulsing in the near-field intensity, a
behavior typical of such media, Fig. 20. Although the char-
acter of near-field filamentation in the nonthermal regime is
not very different from that in homogeneously broadened
media, see Fig. 19, we have seen above that the spatial mode
spectra far field shows marked differences which we at-
tribute to inhomogeneous gain saturation. Surprisingly, the
self-pulsing behavior vanishes in the presence of the tem-
perature profile. The reason behind this effect is not yet clear
and will be studied further.
A more apparent effect of the temperature profile in the
time-resolved near field is the reduction of filament size, as
mentioned earlier. Also the zigzag nature of dynamical beam
steering seen in the homogeneous medium thermal regime
is not present in the inhomogeneous medium, where the dy-
namics occurs on a different time scale. Thus, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, inhomogeneous gain media pro-
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FIG. 18. Thermal regime: Pump dependent far-field in an inho-
mogeneously broadened D=3 gain medium for both positive and
negative detuning =0.1. Far-field broadening is apparent.
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FIG. 19. Color online Time-resolved near field 6.5–8.5 ns
after laser switch on for positively detuned =0.1 homoge-
neously broadened D=0 gain medium for both thermal and non-
thermal regimes. The negatively detuned case gives qualitatively
similar profiles.
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FIG. 20. Color online Time-resolved near field 6.5–8.5 ns
after laser switch on for positively detuned =0.1 inhomoge-
neously broadened gain medium D=3 for both thermal and non-
thermal regimes. Negative detuning gives qualitatively similar
profiles.
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duce different spatial mode dynamics, not known previously
for a semiconductor laser. Although not shown explicitly
above, the carrier density is always countercorrelated with
the field on a time-averaged basis. On a time-resolved basis,
however, there is no definite countercorrelation on account of
the different time scales in which field and carrier dynamics
take place. We also point out the effect of in-plane carrier
diffusion on the spatial mode structure and dynamics: ob-
servable differences were found only for very 20 times
high values of the carrier diffusion coefficient. This is ex-
pected, as linear stability analysis shows no instability due to
carrier diffusion.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we have theoretically analyzed wide-aperture
quantum-dot lasers within the framework of inhomoge-
neously broadened semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch equations,
with particular emphasis on gain broadening and thermal ef-
fects. The systematic analysis self-consistently included op-
tical, electrical, and thermal effects with appropriate descrip-
tion of gain and dispersion in the quantum-dot
semiconductor active region. Using linear stability analysis,
behavior of spatial frequency selection at laser threshold is
calculated and high resolution adaptive-grid finite element
technique is used to simulate the spatial mode dynamics and
spectra above threshold. It is shown via linear stability analy-
sis that in an inhomogeneously broadened gain medium,
such as in a QD laser, the neutral stability curve shows a
general flattening around k=0, when the cavity is tuned be-
low resonance 0, indicating possible selection of a
spectrum of spatial frequencies around it. However, numeri-
cal simulations show that the fundamental spatial frequency
k=0 is always selected at threshold, in both the nonthermal
and thermal regimes. For a cavity tuned above resonance
0, both linear stability analysis and numerical simula-
tion show that the fundamental spatial frequency k=0 is
always selected at threshold in both the thermal and nonther-
mal regimes. This is unlike a homogeneously broadened gain
medium a QW laser, where spatial frequency selection at
threshold is cavity detuning and temperature dependent.
Also, spatial frequency selection at threshold in an inhomo-
geneously broadened media is independent of phase-
amplitude coupling and cavity detuning unlike a homoge-
neously broadened media where spatial frequency selection
depends on phase-amplitude coupling for positive peak gain-
cavity detuning. We elucidate through numerical modeling
that the presence of inhomogeneous broadening is favorable
for on-axis emission in the absence of thermal effects and
results in stable single lobed far fields above threshold. This
advantage is partly lost in the above threshold thermal-
regime due to temperature-induced index increase. However,
in the thermal regime the near-field spatial mode structure
is clearly much more stable in the inhomogeneously broad-
ened medium in comparison to the homogeneously broad-
ened medium implying improved stability of the far field.
Time-resolved near fields show very different dynamics in
both space and time for homogeneously and inhomoge-
neously broadened gain media. The difference is especially
evident in the thermal regime, where the character of spatial
mode dynamics in the two media changes drastically illumi-
nating the effect of gain broadening in spatial mode dynam-
ics. Our concerted theoretical analysis sheds light on spatial
frequency selection and spatial mode structure in wide-
aperture semiconductor lasers and elucidates the influence of
gain broadening and phase-amplitude coupling on it. The
Maxwell-Bloch equations developed here can be easily
adapted to include longitudinal degree of freedom multiple
longitudinal modes and will prove useful to study any ge-
neric semiconductor laser or amplifier.
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